
The overall market continues to be in doldrums and in favour of charterers while the rest of us continue to
work from home. 

 
VLCC
The Middle East Gulf sector saw rates flat and settling at WS 50s (and 2.5-5 points more for a modern unit) with
a handful of AG-East fixtures reported at WS 55.  Healthy demand in the Atlantic is hosting the rates up;
however if the MEG slide continues unabated, then rates in the Western Hemisphere are sure to follow suit.
Owners are expected to earn roughly $40k/Day - depending on various factors.
 
SUEZMAX
Its raining tonnages both in WAFR and MEG. TD20 is closing in on $20k/day. If the downward spiral of the
market continues we would soon hit rates where Owners would rather float than fix. 
 
Aframax
More vessels are now entering the market as storage opportunities dwindle. Vessels that were held up in
congested ports are being released as congestions ease and vessels are discharging quicker. With an
abundance of available tonnage, expect the downward pressure on rates to continue in the near future.
Earnings for TD25 and TD19 is around $20k/day.
 
Clean
The honeymoon is finally over. Overall it was another slow week across the sectors. 75,000 mts from MEG was
fixed at W75 - some 40 points less than last week. Brokers report the flurry of activity on TC2 last week to have
died down but not awful. In the Eastmed a long position list is building and not enough cargoes are around to
keep them all busy. Earnings for MR and Handies are settling around $15k-16k/day. The Atlantic basket is
trading at around $18-19k/day.
 
Specialised Tankers/Chemicals/Edibles
Rarely does this segment share the fate or fortune of the rest of the tanker shipping market. Rates across the
'assorted segment' have remained firm to stable as charterers continue to pay up more $ in freight than they
would like, while owner's keep up their complain about low freights. In the Palms segment charterers
managed to reign in owner's expectations and held back from succumbing to pressure from higher freights
seen in the substitute CPP segment. The market sentiments however remain in charterers favour.
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